EMPATHIZE | ANTICIPATE | DELIVER
WELCOME TO OCIL

HI G H-END E X PEDITING
ARO U ND THE G LO BE
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Why Ocil
Ocil strives to fulfill its role as a full-fledged freight forwarder within each assignment.
Creating peace and space in processes so that the whims of the logistics world
can no longer touch the end customer with (final) customer satisfaction as goal.
Ocil stands for: high-end expediting around the globe.

World-wide Coverage

Reliability

Price & Speed

The whole world is Ocil’s working field.
The freight forwarding company specializes
in logistical operations in Russia, Asia, the
United States and other countries on the
basis of an enormous practical experience.
Ocil knows how to hit the whip in all the port
cities and airports of the largest countries
in the world; including China, Russia and
America. In all corners of the world they
work together with reliable people who,
as small cogs in the big picture, make an
important contribution to one common goal:
to satisfy clients. Every day again. They do
so with enthusiasm and commitment.

High priority is service and a huge
commitment. OCIL employees do not go
home until they are sure that an expedition
assignment has been successfully
completed. If necessary, they also check
during the weekend – and if it has to be
even in the middle of the night – whether
everything went on time in order to prevent,
for example, a container on the quay in
Shanghai.

The best transport option is chosen for each
load, depending on the order and the right
price-quality ratio. Located in the Rijnmond
area very close to the harbors of Rotterdam
where container ships cross the Nieuwe
Waterweg to the North Sea and where
inland vessels board the Lek upstream.
The high-speed line – HSL-South – runs
from Amsterdam via Schiphol and
Rotterdam to Brussels. From Barendrecht,
the high-speed trains accelerate to a
permitted top speed of 00 km / h. Many
times faster than the trucks on their way
to the regional airport Rotterdam Airport
and the international airport Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport. In short: Barendrecht is
the ideal hub for European distribution.

Contact Ocil
The fastest way to your logistic solution

OCIL NEDERLAND B.V.
Head Office
Onderlangs 2 A
2991 EM Barendrecht
Netherlands

CONTACT
Phone: +31 (0) 180 - 64 22 50
Fax:
+31 (0) 180 - 64 22 59
E-mail: info@ocil.nl
Website: www.ocil.nl

EXPERTISE
OCIL Premiums Specialization®
The best way to transport premiums around the world
and get them to the right business partner on time.
Based on our usp’s Reliabilty and World-Wide coverage.

OCIL (NON) FOOD / BULK / PROJECT
Specialization®
OCIL is very experienced in arranging the transportation
of bulk liquids in (aseptic) flexitank (non-hazardous
products also NFC juices) + ISO tankcontainers
(hazardous and non-hazardous products).
For many years OCIL arranges the (worldwide) transport
of NFC (orange) juices in aseptic irradiated flexitanks
in 20ft drybox containers! For more info please contact
our office.
OCIL also experienced in arranging bulk liquids like
organic sunflower and canola oils in drybox, iso tanks
and flexitanks.
For your project cargoes OCIL is your right partner.
Here too, our USP’s reliability and World-wide coverage
are of great importance.

OCIL Cyprus Specialization®
For years, Ocil has been the best partner for Weekly
groupage to Cyprus. Price and speed are our most
important assets. We will lead you the way to
excellent Logistics.
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OCIL IMPORT -EXPORT - CROSS TRADES
Specializations®
You are looking for professional import and export
solutions that may be provided by boat or plane.
Ocil offers many very reliable solutions around
the world that have proven their existance in
the past 50 years. Ask for the possibilities.
Direct railservice China-Europe LCL & FCL.

EU Groupage 24/7 Specialization®
The European mainland is our backyard. For flawless
groupage solutions per truck or train that works well 24
hours a day you can come to Ocil. The price and speed are
the proof of our excellent services for many years now.

